
SHARE YOUR STRESS 

PURPOSE 

To compare strategies couples could use t share responsibilities. 

 

ASSUMPTIONS 

 

In an earlier paper, Balancing inertia I showed how a couple could consider each of their inertias in 

reaching compromises. Now I will refine that approach, with the couple dissecting their respective 

inertias and distinguishing concerns that can be dealt with by shared values rather than by 

compromise of their separate interests.  

When one partner's inertia is very large, or what I will label an obsession, the balance can only be 

achieved by that one dominating the other. Friction between the two is likely unless the "obsessed" 

partner shares control. Couples are more likely to share certain concerns than others, as shown in this 

table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table shows one way we have figured out our responsibilities. It is not intended to be prescriptive 

as every couple has their own modus operandum.  For example, we share our concerns for each 

other's children, whereas another couple might choose to keep their relationships with their children 

separate from each other. 

 

The table shows that the concerns we deal with separately are relatively material, e.g. home 

maintenance, where we have separate responsibilities. With emotional components e.g. health we 

share our concerns.  

 

The focus here is on the self-sustaining part of my philosophy of selfaltruism - see  

Selfaltruism philosophy . Sharing concerns and responsibilities with a partner comes before 

volunteering to help others.  

 

ANALYSIS 

 

Venn diagrams will be used to represent the sizes and boundaries of our concerns, or problems. Our 

equally shared concern C, between our separate domains of concern (A and B), which do not 

necessarily intersect, are represented as follows. Concerns indicate where actionable responsibilities 

lie.      

 

1. EQUAL SHARING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COUPLE'S CONCERNS SEPARATE SHARED 

Children N Y 

Home maintenance Y N 

Food Y N 

Transport Y N 

Health N Y 

Happiness N Y 

Finances N Y 

Obsessions  N Y 

A B c 

http://martinknox.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/balancing_inertia.pdf
http://martinknox.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/selfaltruism-philosophy.pdf


 

                                                   

 

In the diagram above, we have created shared concerns and responsibilities (C) that add to each of the 

partners' separate concerns (A & B). For example, parents (A and B) may share overall responsibility 

for the welfare of their children (C). The shared concern (C) also deducts from the separate concerns 

(A and B), as for example with (A) and (B) gaining of hope for the future from the children.  

 

Where one partner has a high-inertia obsession, such as a cherished project, compulsive behaviour  or 

obsession (C), it can either be shared as above, partly shared or  kept to him or herself, as shown in 

the diagrams below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  2.  PARTIAL SHARING                                                         3. NO SHARING 

 

If C is partly shared as in diagram 2, B may know too little to accept any responsibility. This would be 

overcome in diagram 3, where because C is not shared at all, A may have so much inertia that any 

compromise would bring B so close that there would be friction between A and B. Therefore, in 

conclusion, diagram 1, equal sharing, is the only viable alternative. 

 

From an experiment summarised below,  equal sharing of as many problems as possible between a 

couple, or members of a group, can be predicted to result in the best health for the participants.  

 

EXPERIMENT COMPARING EFFECTS OF 3 DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS. 

A B c C A B 



 

 
Department of Education, Queensland, Multi-strand Science, Booklet 29 Keeping Healthy, page 83, 

Open Access Support Centre, 1999 

 

CONTROL 

 

Some inferences that can be made from the above experiment are that an individual: 

 

a. is least healthy when its environment is uncontrollably stressed  

b. stays healthiest when it has some control over stressors in its environment 

c. stays healthiest where there is a group or shared purpose. 

These findings can be applied to the concerns in the three diagrams above. 

 

1. EQUAL SHARING 

A and B provide mutual support in dealing with a problem that is perceived to belong to both. 

 

2. PARTIAL SHARING 



A  encounters the problem more than B. B may not understand the problem sufficiently to provide 

much support to A. A may be stressed uncontrollably and be almost on his or her own in dealing with 

it. B is aware of the problem but has less control than in 1. Both A and B will be less healthy than in 

1. 

 

3. NO SHARING 

B is okay but A is on his or her own and may be stressed uncontrollably. A's health will be worse than 

in either 1 or 2. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Equal sharing between a couple is predicted to have the best health result. This applies even if the 

problem physically affects only one of them initially. 

 


